
CATERHAM EXPERIENCES

CIRCUIT EXPERIENCE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
DRIVERS 

All drivers are required to be over 21 years of age, in good health and have held of a full and valid driver’s licence
for at least three years. Racing Licences are accepted also; however all drivers must still remain over the age of 21
years. Please email experiences@caterham.com if you have any questions or to discuss booking terms. All drivers
are required to bring their driving licence with them to the event, a photograph or photocopy will not be accepted
as the form or identity. 

All drivers must be able to drive a manual vehicle. All drivers must advise of any health issue that may affect their
ability to control a vehicle prior to the event.  

Due to the nature of the vehicles, we recommend a maximum height of 6ft 4’. While we use the wider chassis
variant, and lowered floors, to accommodate as many guests as possible – the narrow construction of a Seven may
not be suitable for all drivers.  

As per the ruling of motor-circuits and open-top vehicles, all participants are required to wear long-sleeves and
trousers. You will not be allowed to participate in the activity if you do not have BOTH of these.  

NON-DRIVING GUESTS

Non-Driving Guests are welcome to attend, however they must adhere to all circuit rules and safety instructions /
attend any safety briefings that are required.

Non-Driving guest passenger laps, whether with a Caterham Instructor or with the customer, are not permitted
during this experience. 

SAFETY 

Please remember that motorsport is dangerous.  While we go to extreme lengths to ensure the safety of all those
involved, participants are ultimately  responsible  for  their  actions and MUST participate in  all  safety briefings,
complete the indemnity form (on site on the day of the experience or via web-form ahead of the event if available),
and listen and obey all instructions given by the Caterham Experience Team.  Failure to do any of the above will
result in ejection from the day, or being prevented from participating in the experience without a refund.  

All vehicles and participants are under the supervision of licensed and motorsport-grade professional instructors.
Instructors will be in the vehicle throughout the experience. 

If a driver wishes to drive the vehicle on circuit without an instructor, they will require approval from the instructor
to pilot the vehicle alone.  Damage parameters will continue to remain in place.  

All drivers must complete a minimum of three sighting laps at the start of the experience with an instructor.

All  events  are  booked  on  standard  track  days  which  feature  vehicles  of  varying  types  and  speeds.  Circuit
Experiences are not run on exclusively booked circuits.   

One instructor will be shared between the three drivers throughout the day. 

Please note, the activity is physically demanding as vehicles do not have power-steering and the potential low-level
g-forces experienced while driving. Caterham has no responsibility for injury before, during and after the event
without reasonable parameters.  This activity is not recommended for those who suffer from motion sickness, have
a back injury, wrist, arm and / or other mobility issues.  

VEHICLES 



This experience has all vehicles provided by Caterham. Guests do not need to provide their own car, and guest will
not be permitted entry in their own vehicle. Caterham provide all vehicles in working order and attend with an on-
site technical team. 

Please note, vehicle colour and final specification may differ from the image displayed on the Caterham website.
All vehicles will be a Seven 360R Large Chassis or similar for this experience.  

DAMAGE DEPOSIT

A damage deposit is required for this activity. A £3,000.00 pre-payment will be authorised to each driver’s card (if
booked individually), or the lead name on the booking (if booked as a group rate) on the day of the experience or
via online form if available. 

Any damage caused by reckless driving, failure to listen to instruction or deviating from the circuit will result in the
deposit use up to a value of £3,000.00.     

PAYMENT AND REFUNDS

Payment for this experience is required in full. A full refund will be available for bookings cancelled if 30+ days
prior to the hire date. Cancellations between 29 days and 15 days ahead of the experience will receive a 50%
refund. A refund will not be available at 14 days or less unless in exceptional circumstances.  

If purchased with an Experiences Gift Card, whether in part or in full, any requested refunds will return to the
original Gift Card, and the 12-month redeemable period from original purchase will remain in effect.  

WEATHER 

This experience is not weather dependent. In the instance where the hosting circuit’s team deem conditions unsafe
to run an event, we will transfer your booking free of charge to a date in the future at the same location. 

FINAL INFORMATION

All  events  and experiences  may differ  slightly,  dependent  on weather,  guest  ability,  vehicle  running,  on-site
activities and various track day related time constraints (red flags etc).  There is no average amount of time
allocated behind the wheel, however Caterham will ensure to provide a minimum of 3x ‘drives’ per person.  All
attendees of the event will be given the same number of ‘runs’ to ensure a fair and even rotation of guests.   

This experience does not include food, drink and / or refreshments. 

Guests  will  be  provided  with  on-boarding  information  prior  to  the  event  from  a  member  of  the  Caterham
Experiences team, including driver sign on. 


